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Abstract
Background Locomotion (lameness) scoring has been used and studied in the dairy industry; however, to the
authors’ knowledge, there are no studies assessing the reliability of locomotion scoring systems when used with
beef cattle.
Methods A four-point scoring system was developed and beef cattle filmed walking on a firm surface. Eight
veterinary researchers, eight clinicians and eight veterinary students were shown written descriptors of the
scoring system and four video clips for training purposes, before being asked to score 40 video clips in a random
order. Participants repeated this task 4 days later.
Results The intra-observer agreement (the same person scoring on different days) was acceptable with weighted
mean Kappa values of 0.84, 0.81 and 0.84 respectively for researchers, clinicians and students. The inter-
observer agreement (different people scoring the same animal) was acceptable with weighted Gwet’s Agreement
Coefficient values of 0.70, 0.69 and 0.64 for researchers, clinicians and students. Most disagreement occurred
over scores one (not lame but imperfect locomotion) and two (lame, but not severe).
Conclusion This scoring system has the potential to reliably score lameness in beef cattle and help facilitate
lameness treatment and control; however, some disagreements will occur especially over scores one and two.
Introduction
Lameness in cattle is considered to be a critical welfare
issue,1 2 with lame beef cattle being a specific issue due
to the risks of being left untreated for a long period of
time.3 Identification of lame animals is considered to be
an important step in dealing with individual animals,
but also in acknowledging and understanding the
scale of the problem. As such, the UK dairy industry is
encouraging farmers to locomotion score cattle,1 4 and a
sheep locomotion scoring tool is available.5 Locomotion
scoring also allows benchmarking, meaning that
farmers can understand how they compare with others,
and allows improvements or deteriorations, to be
measured over time. However, this requires scorers to
be able to give an animal with any given locomotion the
same score on any given day. Furthermore, it requires
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different scorers to also give an animal with any given
locomotion the same score in order for the results to be
consistent. In particular, a practical and easy-to-use
scoring system is needed that can be used by veterinary
surgeons in clinical practice. This is different to scoring
systems designed specifically for research purposes
with typically considerable detail and a large number of
possible scores. While necessary for research reasons,
it makes them more complex and hence less practical
for use by clinicians and is not essential for the routine
monitoring and control of lameness in clinical practice.
Any locomotion scoring system would ideally have
been proven to be valid in the sense that it accurately
measures lameness, and also reliable which encapsulates
the extent to which there is consistency (repeatability)
in scores when independent measurements are
performed. Although assessing validity of a locomotion
scoring system can be challenging, reliability can
be assessed in two regards. Inter-observer reliability
relates to multiple people scoring the same animal
and asks the question: how consistent are the scores
they assign? In other words, do different people agree
with each other over the same animal? Intra-observer
reliability relates to the same person scoring the same
animal on different occasions (with degree of lameness
1
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH

Locomotion
score
0

Normal

Even weight-bearing and rhythm on all four feet. The
back is level

1

Imperfect

Uneven steps or shortened strides, but affected limb
not identifiable. The back may show minimal arching
while walking

2

Impaired

Uneven weight-bearing or shortened strides.
Affected limb is identifiable (unless multiple limbs
affected). The back may show arching while walking

3

Severely
impaired

Slower pace—unable to keep up with the healthy
herd. Affected limb easily identifiable (unless
multiple limbs affected). An arched back may be
noted while standing and walking.

unchanged) and asks the question: to what extent does
a person agree with themselves?
In dairy cattle, several scoring systems have been
developed and reported in the literature, typically based
on a combination of subjective visual observations such
as back arching, stride length, weight-bearing and so
forth.4 6 7 However, to the authors’ knowledge, none of
these have been assessed for reliability when scoring
beef cattle.
The aim of this study was to assess the inter-observer
and intra-observer reliability of a locomotion scoring
system for use with beef cattle in clinical practice by
veterinary surgeons.

Methods
Locomotion scoring system
A four-point locomotion scoring system was developed
following consultation between the authors based
around two current dairy cattle scoring systems, but
with due consideration for the practicalities and
specific attributes of beef cattle.4 7 Of these two dairy
cattle scoring systems used to develop the new one, the
AHDB system is one commonly used in practice the UK,
and the Sprecher system is well publicised and cited
internationally. The descriptors are given in table 1.
Video clips and online completion
Video clips were created by filming both suckler cows
and finishing cattle walking on a firm surface, either
from the rear, the side or a transition from side to rear.
Where necessary, the animal intended as the focus
of the video was identified with an arrow to avoid
confusion and any audio was removed. These clips were
examined by three experienced researchers to ensure a
sufficient range of scores were present (approximately
ten of each score, zero, one, two and three) and yielded
a total of 40 video clips for assessment by participants.
The researchers also selected four additional video clips
to be used for training purposes (one clip for each score)
that they agreed were typical of each score.
The 40 assessment video clips and 4 training clips
were uploaded onto the University of Liverpool’s virtual
learning environment (VITAL—Virtual Interactive
2

Teaching at Liverpool), which uses Blackboard 2018
(Blackboard, Washington, USA). This platform enabled
participants to view the training videos alongside
the descriptors for each score at the start. They could
re-play the training clips as many times as they wanted.
Thereafter, they were asked to watch each of the 40
assessment videos and assign a score to each. Videos
lasted between 1 and 18 s. Each assessment video
could also be re-played as many times as the observer
wanted. The order of the assessment videos was
randomised for each participant. After four days, the
observers were asked to repeat the entire task, that is,
to watch the training videos and read the descriptors
again and re-score the 40 assessment videos, which
were presented again in a randomised order.
Observers
Observers were a convenience (non-random) sample of
eight private practice veterinary surgeons (‘clinicians’
or ‘C’) involved with livestock work and undertaking
postgraduate livestock courses alongside their clinical
role, eight veterinary researchers/lecturers involved
with livestock research/teaching (‘researchers’ or ‘R’)
and eight veterinary students, in years three to five of a
five-year course (‘students’ or ‘S’). Observers were coded
1–8 for each group ordered by their intra-observer exact
agreement percentage.
Data analysis
The data were exported from VITAL into Microsoft
Excel 2016 (Microsoft, Redmond, Washington,
USA). Statistical tests were conducted in Minitab
V.18.1 (Minitab Statistical Software, State College,
Pennsylvania, USA) and R (R Core Team, 2019),
including Computing Chance-
Corrected Agreement
Coefficients R Package (irrCAC, Gwet 2019). P values
are reported as continuous values and without setting
any arbitrary threshold.8 9 Quadratic weightings were
used to produce weighted Kappa values and AC2 values.
Intra-observer agreement
Percent exact agreement (and ±1 and ±2 scores) was
calculated for each observer across the 40 videos and
mean values for the three different groups (ie, the
researchers clinicians and students) were compared with
paired t-tests. Differences between the same observer at
the first and second scoring (intra-observer agreement)
were examined using weighted Cohen’s Kappa values,10
and the difference between mean values for researchers,
clinicians and for students was compared using paired
t-tests. Systematic bias between attempts for each scorer
was investigated by subtracting each observer’s second
score from their first, and performing a one-sample
t-test on the resulting value (null hypothesis: the mean
value equals zero, alternative hypothesis: the mean
value is not equal to zero).
 | VET RECORD
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Table 1 Proposed locomotion scoring system designed for use in beef
cattle (adapted from Sprecher et al7 and AHDB4 scoring systems)

Results
The distribution of scores, as determined by the mode
score for each video, were score 0: 12 clips, score 1: 10
clips, score 2: 9 clips and score 3: 9 clips. The results for
one video were bimodal; therefore, the mean score was
used to determine which mode to consider the correct
score.
Intra-observer agreement
Three observers did not provide a score for one clip on
their second scoring session (all differed on the clips not
scored). The individual’s scoring for that clip were not
included in the analysis for intra-observer agreement.
For all 24 observers, the mean exact agreement
between first and second observation was 66.0 per
cent with a 95 per cent CI of 61.9–70.1 per cent; it was
68.0 per cent (61.7–74.3 per cent) for researchers,
63.3 per cent (51.7–74.9 per cent) for clinicians
and 66.8 per cent (60.9–71.7 per cent) for students
(table 2). Agreement within one score (with 95 per
cent confidence in brackets) was achieved as follows
for researchers, clinicians and students: 98.4 per cent
(96.8–100 per cent), 97.5 per cent (95.0–100 per cent)
and 98.7 per cent (97.1–100 per cent). The clinicians
achieved 99.7 per cent agreement within two scores;
the researchers and students achieved 100 per cent
agreement within two scores. The clinicians achieved
100 per cent agreement within three scores.
VET RECORD | 

Table 2 Per cent exact agreement between locomotion scores given during
sessions 1 and 2 (and within 1 and 2 points) for each observer
Intra-observer agreement (%)
±1 score agreement

±2 score
agreement

Observer

Exact agreement

Researcher 1

56.4

94.9

100.0

Researcher 2

60.0

97.5

100.0

Researcher 3

65.0

100.0

100.0

Researcher 4

67.5

100.0

100.0

Researcher 5

67.5

97.5

100.0

Researcher 6

75.0

100.0

100.0

Researcher 7

77.5

97.5

100.0

Researcher 8

77.5

97.5

100.0

Mean (SD)

68.0 (7.5)

98.4 (1.9)

Clinician 1

40.0

92.5

Clinician 2

45.0

95.0

97.5

Clinician 3

64.1

100.0

100.0

Clinician 4

65.0

95.0

100.0

Clinician 5

67.5

100.0

100.0

Clinician 6

70.0

100.0

100.0

Clinician 7

75.0

97.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Clinician 8

80.0

Mean (SD)

63.3 (13.9)

Student 1

57.5

100.0

100.0

Student 2

60.0

100.0

100.0

Student 3

61.5

94.9

100.0

Student 4

62.5

100.0

100.0

Student 5

70.0

100.0

100.0

Student 6

72.5

100.0

100.0

Student 7

75.0

97.5

100.0

Student 8

75.0

97.5

100.0

Mean (SD)

66.8 (7.1)

98.7 (1.9)

Mean of all
observers (SD)

66.0 (9.8)

98.2 (2.3)

97.5 (3.0)

99.7 (0.9)

99.9 (0.5)

Difference in means between two groups (95% CI)
 Researcher–
clinician

4.7 (−11.8 to 21.1)

0.9 (−2.4 to 4.3)

 Researcher–
student

1.2 (−10.4 to 12.9)

−0.3 (−2.1 to 1.5)

 Clinician–student −3.4 (−13.6 to 6.7)

−1.23 (−4.0 to 1.5)

0.3 (−0.4 to 1.1)

−0.3 (−1.1 to 0.4)

Means and SD presented. Means of each group compared with paired t-tests and presented with
95% CIs.

The mean weighted Kappa value for agreement
between first and second observation was 0.84 with a
95 per cent CI of 0.78–0.89 for researchers, 0.81 (0.73–
0.89) for clinicians and 0.84 (0.82–0.86) for students
(see also table 3). As shown in table 4, there may be
some systematic bias between observations for some
observers (examples could include researchers 1 and 2,
clinician 6 and students 3, 6 and 7).
Inter-observer agreement
The mean exact agreement percent was 61.6 (95 per cent
CI 59.5 to 63.7) for researchers, 57.6 (50.3 to 64.9) for
clinicians and 54.6 (51.6 to 57.7) for students (see also
table 5). The AC2 values were 0.70 (unadjusted 0.81,
95 per cent CI 0.76 to 0.86), 0.69 (unadjusted 0.80, 95
per cent CI 0.77 to 0.84) and 0.64 (unadjusted 0.75, 95
per cent CI 0.69 to 0.81) for researchers, clinicians and
students, respectively (table 5). The overall adjusted
3
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Inter-observer agreement
observer scores were investigated using each
Inter-
observer’s first attempt at scoring the videos.
The percentage of video clips that an observer agreed
on with each individual observer in their group (ie, the
researchers, clinicians and students) was calculated to
produce seven scores. The mean of these scores produced
the mean exact agreement for that observer. This was
repeated for each of the 24 observers to initially assess
the agreement within groups. Agreement was formally
analysed using quadratic weighted Gwet’s Agreement
Coefficient 2 (AC2). An AC2 value was produced for each
group of observers (researcher, clinician or student)
and overall for all observers. AC2 values were adjusted
using Critical Values provided by Gwet.11 12
For each video, the mode score was determined
and considered to be the correct score. One video was
bimodal, and the mean score was used to determine
which mode to consider correct. All videos of each
score were then grouped and an AC2 value generated
for each score to show the agreement of observers for
each individual locomotion score. This was performed
for each group of observers, and overall.
Ethical approval was granted by the University of
Liverpool Ethics committee. It is reported in accordance
with the guidelines for reporting reliability and
agreement studies.13

Intra-observer
weighted Kappa
(95% CI)

Table 4 Mean difference between locomotion scores given during first and
second sessions and results of one-sample t-tests
Intra-observer difference

Researcher 1

0.75 (0.61 to 0.90)

Substantial

Observer

P value of one-sample t-test
Mean difference
between first and second of mean difference between
observations and zero
observation

Researcher 2

0.78 (0.66 to 0.91)

Substantial

Researcher 3

0.77 (0.66 to 0.88)

Substantial

Researcher 1

−0.28

0.02

Researcher 4

0.87 (0.80 to 0.95)

Almost perfect

Researcher 2

−0.28

0.01

Researcher 5

0.83 (0.72 to 0.94)

Almost perfect

Researcher 3

0.15

0.11

Researcher 6

0.90 (0.83 to 0.97)

Almost perfect

Researcher 4

−0.08

0.41

Researcher 7

0.91 (0.83 to 0.98)

Almost perfect

Researcher 5

0.00

1.00

Researcher 8

0.90 (0.84 to 0.97)

Almost perfect

Researcher 6

−0.05

0.53

Mean (SD)

0.84 (0.07)

Almost perfect

Researcher 7

0.10

0.25

Clinician 1

0.63 (0.46 to 0.80)

Substantial

Researcher 8

0.05

0.53

Mean (SD)

−0.05 (0.16)

Clinician 1

−0.13

0.39

Clinician 2

−0.08

0.61

Clinician 3

0.05

0.60

Clinician 4

0.00

1.00

Clinician 5

−0.13

0.17

Clinician 6

0.20

0.02

Clinician 7

0.03

0.79

Clinician 8

−0.10

0.16

Mean (SD)

−0.02 (0.11)

Student 1

−0.03

0.81

Student 2

0.10

0.32

Student 3

0.33

0.00

Student 4

−0.03

0.80

Student 5

0.10

0.25

Student 6

−0.18

0.03

Student 7

−0.18

0.05

Student 8

−0.08

0.41

Mean (SD)

0.00 (0.17)

Observer

Classification

Clinician 2

0.69 (0.50 to 0.88)

Substantial

Clinician 3

0.83 (0.74 to 0.93)

Almost perfect

Clinician 4

0.80 (0.68 to 0.93)

Almost perfect

Clinician 5

0.85 (0.77 to 0.94)

Almost perfect

Clinician 6

0.88 (0.82 to 0.95)

Almost perfect

Clinician 7

0.88 (0.79 to 0.97)

Almost perfect

Clinician 8

0.90 (0.83 to 0.98)

Almost perfect

Mean (SD)

0.81 (0.10)

Almost perfect

Student 1

0.83 (0.74 to 0.92)

Almost perfect

Student 2

0.82 (0.74 to 0.91)

Almost perfect

Student 3

0.81 (0.69 to 0.92)

Almost perfect

Student 4

0.83 (0.74 to 0.92)

Almost perfect

Student 5

0.85 (0.77 to 0.93)

Almost perfect

Student 6

0.88 (0.81 to 0.96)

Almost perfect

Student 7

0.86 (0.76 to 0.97)

Almost perfect

Student 8

0.84 (0.71 to 0.96)

Almost perfect

Mean (SD)

0.84 (0.02)

Almost perfect

Difference in group means of weighted Kappa between
two groups (95% CI)

 

 Researcher–clinician

0.03 (−0.02 to 0.08)

 Researcher–student

−0.00 (−0.04 to 0.004)

 Clinician–student

−0.03 (−0.11 to 0.04)

Means of each group compared with paired t-tests. Classification based on Landis and Koch.14

AC2 value for all observers was 0.72 (unadjusted 0.75,
95 per cent CI 0.69 to 0.81).
The adjusted AC2 values created for each
locomotion score are displayed in table 6. They show
almost perfect or substantial agreement for videos
scoring either zero or three (as determined by the mode
score). There was substantial or moderate agreement
for videos scoring two, and substantial agreement for
videos scoring one according to the interpretations
determined by Landis and Koch14: <0.00=poor; 0.00–
0.20=slight; 0.21–0.40=fair; 0.41–0.60=moderate;
0.61–0.80=substantial; 0.81–1.00=almost perfect.

Discussion
Locomotion scoring is currently relied on in the
livestock sector, both to identify lame animals and to
determine a herd level prevalence, including enabling
benchmarking. Although locomotion scoring is criticised
for being subjective, this subjectivity can be reduced by
using a scoring system with good reliability, both by the
same scorer when scoring on different occasions, and
by different scorers scoring the same cattle. Lack of
4

knowledge of the reliability of a scoring system makes it
difficult to fully acknowledge its subjectivity.
This study has assessed the reliability of the proposed
beef locomotion scoring system, that is, its consistency.
However, it should be emphasised that it has not
assessed the validity of the scoring system, which still
needs testing. Neither inter-reliability or intra-reliability
addresses the issue of accuracy because observers can
consistently agree with each other, and themselves on
different occasions, and still be wrong.
When using this locomotion scoring system,
researchers, clinicians and students achieved at least
substantial agreement in both the intra-observer and
inter-observer assessments with all results greater than
0.61 (classed as ‘substantial’ according to Landis and
Koch14). This suggests that if the same observer scores
the clips on different occasions, or if different observers
score the clips, over the 40 clips they could expect to
achieve substantial agreement. However, at the level
of each score (table 6), scores zero and three show
almost perfect or substantial agreement, with score one
showing substantial agreement and score two showing
moderate or substantial agreement. This indicates that
there is less agreement between observers over the
actual locomotion score categories. This also shows
that most disagreement is likely to be around score one
 | VET RECORD
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Table 3 Weighted Kappa values for each observer’s agreement between
sessions 1 and 2

Inter-observer
Observer

Gwet’s AC2/
classification

Mean % exact agreement

Researcher 1

61.1

 

Researcher 2

65.0

 

Researcher 3

58.2

 

Researcher 4

62.1

 

Researcher 5

58.2

 

Researcher 6

61.4

 

Researcher 7

62.5

 

Researcher 8

64.3

 

Mean1 (SD or 95% CI)

61.6 (2.5)

0.81 (0.76 to 0.86)

38.6

 

Adjusted AC2

0.70/Substantial

Clinician 1
Clinician 2

55.0

 

Clinician 3

61.8

 

Clinician 4

53.6

 

Clinician 5

60.4

 

Clinician 6

63.9

 

Clinician 7

65.4

 

Clinician 8

62.1

 

Mean2 (SD or 95% CI)

57.6 (8.7)

0.80 (0.77 to 0.84)

56.8

 

Adjusted AC2

0.69/Substantial

Student 1
Student 2

60.0

 

Student 3

47.1

 

Student 4

54.3

 

Student 5

56.4

 

Student 6

53.6

 

Student 7

54.3

 

Student 8

54.6

 

Mean3 (SD or 95% CI)

54.6 (3.7)

0.75 (0.69 to 0.81)

Adjusted AC2

0.64/Substantial

All observers mean (95% CI)

0.79 (0.75 to 0.82)

Adjusted AC2

0.72/Substantial

Difference in means between two groups with 95% CI in brackets
 Researcher1–clinician2

4.0 (−3.7 to 11.7)

 

 Researcher1–student3

7.0 (4.4 to 9.5)

 

 Clinician2–student3

3.0 (−6.0 to 11.9)

 

Means of each group compared with paired t-tests. Classification based on Landis and Koch.14
*Critical value for all 24 observers=0.07, critical value for 8 observers=0.11.10

and two, and as such care should be given when scoring
animals believed to be in these categories. In veterinary
practice, it is generally considered important to lift the
feet of animals equivalent to the score two and three
descriptors and treat them appropriately. Therefore, on
an individual animal basis, where an observer is unsure
if an animal is a score one or score two, we suggest that

it may be worthwhile to take one of two options, with
an aim to reduce the risk of missing lame animals: (1)
score these unsure animals as a two, ensuring that they
have their feet lifted and are treated if appropriate, or
(2) create a new category of ‘unsure’, requiring a timely
re-score.
The observers were all provided with training before
watching the scoring videos. Although some evidence
suggests that training can improve agreement for
on-farm scoring systems,15 there is also some evidence to
suggest that training may not lead to much improvement
observer or inter-
observer agreement for
in intra-
locomotion scores,16 17 but more scoring sessions, that
is, more experience, may lead to improvements in inter-
observer agreement.18 If further experience of using the
system, for example, a number of practice clips that
could be scored (with answers being shown afterwards)
had been provided, it may have led to improved interobserver agreement. This is also demonstrated by
evidence indicating that experienced observers perform
better than inexperienced observers.19
This scoring system has not been studied with
farmer observers. This would be worthwhile future
work. The observers used for this study were not a
random sample, and this may be a limitation of the
study. Due caution should therefore be taken when
extrapolating results to the wider population. In
particular, the clinicians selected were all experienced
veterinary surgeons undertaking further qualifications.
It may be that less experienced clinicians (eg, new
graduate clinicians) may not be as reliable. However,
the veterinary students studied showed almost perfect
intra-observer agreement, and only slightly lower inter-
observer agreement than the researcher group (AC2:
researcher value of 0.70 compared with a student
value of 0.64), yet still substantial agreement with each
other. However, when looking at the level of individual
locomotion scores (table 6), there was a slight trend
towards lower AC2 values than the researchers and
clinicians suggesting that experience may lead to
improved agreement on each specific locomotion score
category.
The exact agreement between sessions was generally
high (mean=66.0 per cent (SD 9.8) for all observers).
However, the range is quite wide (40.0 per cent to 80.0
per cent) as there were a number of outliers that are
likely to have skewed the results (eg, clinicians 1 and

Table 6 Inter-observer agreement coefficient (Gwet’s AC2) for researchers, clinicians, students and all 24 observers combined (AC2 values adjusted with
critical values*)
Locomotion
score

AC2 for all observers combined

0 (95% CI)

0.81 (0.86 to 0.94)

Almost perfect

0.73 (0.84 to 0.97)

Substantial

0.73 (0.87 to 0.95)

Substantial

0.71 (0.84 to 0.94)

Substantial

1 (95% CI)

0.72 (0.75 to 0.88)

Substantial

0.61 (0.67 to 0.91)

Substantial

0.66 (0.79 to 0.90)

Substantial

0.62 (0.66 to 0.95)

Substantial

2 (95% CI)

0.76 (0.78 to 0.93)

Substantial

0.73 (0.86 to 0.97)

Substantial

0.71 (0.81 to 0.98)

Substantial

0.53 (0.56 to 0.86)

Moderate

3 (95% CI)

0.88 (0.99 to 1)

Almost perfect

0.80 (0.94 to 1)

Substantial

0.78 (0.92 to 0.99)

Substantial

0.78 (0.91 to 1)

Substantial

AC2 for researchers

AC2 for clinicians

AC2 for students

Classification of adjusted values based on Landis and Koch.14 NB. 95% CI refers to the unadjusted AC2 values, therefore adjusted AC2 point estimates may not fall within the unadjusted 95% CI.
*Critical value for all 24 observers=0.09, critical value for 8 observers=0.18.10
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Table 5 Mean exact agreement and Gwet’s AC2 for each group of observers
(researchers, clinicians and students) and for all observers combined (AC2
values adjusted for critical values*)
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